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Introduction
Pulmonary rehabilitation (PR) has not yet become the standard of care in real life for
COPD patients despite a high level of evidence that it reduces dyspnea and improves
health-related quality of life (HRQoL).1,2 While the low adoption rate can be attributed
in part to regional differences in health care systems, geography, and PR prescriber/
patient preferences,3 one important aspect is the difficulty in assessing and understanding the results of a PR program by the referring physician himself, especially because
assessment must be multidimensional.4
In clinical practice, the availability and/or feasibility of many PR outcome tests
make them virtually inaccessible to a large proportion of practitioners. However,
many simple tools are available that require no specialized equipment or facilities
and can be used in routine medical practice. For example, the COPD Assessment Test
(CAT)5 contains only eight questions but is both simple to administer and sensitive to
change, which contrasts with more complex questionnaires such as the 76-question
St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ).6 However, while the CAT may be
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Background: The 3-minute chair rise test (3-minute CRT) and the Disability Related to COPD
Tool (DIRECT) are two reproducible and valid short tests that can assess the benefit of pulmonary rehabilitation (PR) in terms of functional capacity and dyspnea in everyday activities.
Methods: We determined the minimal clinically important difference (MCID) of the DIRECT
questionnaire and 3-minute CRT using distribution methods and anchor encroaches with a
panel of eight standard tests in a cohort of 116 COPD patients who completed a PR program
in real-life settings.
Results: The estimated MCID for the 3-minute CRT and DIRECT scores was five repetitions
and two units, respectively, using separate and combined independent anchors. The all-patient
(body mass index-obstruction-dyspnea-exercise [BODE] scores 0–7), BODE 0–2 (n=42), and
BODE 3–4 (n=50) groups showed improvements greater than the MCID in most tests and
questionnaires used. In contrast, the BODE 5–7 group (n=24) showed improvements greater
than MCID in only the 3-minute CRT, 6-minute walk test, endurance exercise test, and DIRECT
questionnaire.
Discussion and conclusion: This study demonstrates that the short and simple DIRECT
questionnaire and 3-minute CRT are responsive to capture the beneficial effects of a PR program
in COPD patients, including those with severe disease.
Trial registration number: NCT03286660.
Keywords: MCID, chair tests, tools, COPD, pulmonary rehabilitation, outcomes assessment
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multidimensional from a psychometric point of view,5 it does
not accurately assess the impact of dyspnea on activities of
daily life, nor does it capture improvements in functional
capacity. In this regard, PR has proven efficacy in improving
functional measures such as the distance covered during a
6-minute walk test (6MWT) or cyclo-ergometer endurance
time.7 However, because these tests are often inaccessible
for routine use,8 they cannot form the basis for evaluation in
the less codified real-life environments where PR programs
usually take place. To overcome these limitations, simple
alternative field exercise tests9,10 have recently been evaluated
in COPD patients and show promising results. Of particular
interest are tests that do not require specialized equipment,
such as the five-repetition sit-to-stand test (5STST),11 the
1-minute sit-to-stand test (1-minute STST),12 and the 3-minute chair rise test (3-minute CRT).13
In this study, we aimed to assess the minimal clinically
important difference (MCID) change after PR of two validated
additional simple tests: the Disability Related to COPD Tool
(DIRECT), a short questionnaire focusing on the impact of
dyspnea,14 and the 3-minute CRT, which yields physiological
responses and symptoms that correlate closely with those of
the 6MWT.13 To optimize the external validity of the study,
we conducted it as pragmatically as possible by 1) minimizing
restrictions on disease severity for enrollment; 2) including
varied contexts and modalities of PR, ranging from post-exacerbation inpatient hospital-based, outpatient hospital-based,
and private physiotherapist-based programs; and 3) including
diverse locations. Our goal was to explore what would be the
most appropriate simple tests for a multidimensional evaluation of the benefits of a PR program in real-life settings.

Methods
This prospective multicenter observational study was
conducted in real-life conditions with inpatient and outpatient
populations from December 2015 to May 2017 (ClinicalTrials.
gov: NCT03286660). The study was approved by the appropriate legal and ethical committees (CPP Nord Ouest IV
decision no IDRBC: 2014A0085641). The patients received
detailed information on the methods and objective of the study
and provided written consent to participate. The study was
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
To preserve the pragmatic nature of the study, all patients
with a diagnosis of COPD selected for PR by their attending
physician were included if they had a 6MWT distance .250 m
upon enrollment. Exclusion criteria were minimized to the
standard contraindications of PR (locomotor deficiencies
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and unstable cardiac conditions). Patients with COPD who
suffered from additional known and significant respiratory
conditions were not included in the study.

PR programs
At all locations, PR programs included upper/lower limb
training and endurance (or aerobic) training on a cycloergometer and/or treadmill (all evaluations were performed
with a cyclo-ergometer). Endurance training sessions were to
be performed daily for inpatients and at least twice weekly for
outpatients, with each training session targeting a minimum
duration of 30 minutes.

Measurements
All patients were evaluated before initiation and at the end
of the PR program.

Standard measures
Symptoms, health impairment status, and quality of life
were assessed using the modified Medical Research Council
(mMRC) dyspnea scale,15 the SGRQ,6 the Hospital Anxiety
Depression Scale (HADS),16 and the CAT.5 Exercise testing
included 5STST,11 1-minute STST,12 a 6MWT performed
according to European Respiratory Society/American
Thoracic Society guidelines,17 and an endurance cycle test
performed at a work rate equal to 75% of maximal for
each patient. Maximal work rate was determined during
cardiopulmonary exercise testing within 3 months prior to
or upon entry into the PR program. There was no specific
order to complete all the questionnaires. There was only a
recommendation to complete the SGRQ at a different time
because of its length. Except for the different chair rise tests,
there was no specific order to perform the exercise tests.

Study-specific measures: DIRECT
questionnaire
The DIRECT14 questionnaire was administered at the same
time as the mMRC, SGRQ, HADS, and CAT questionnaires.
In brief, this questionnaire explores the frequency with which,
“because of his/her shortness of breath”, the patient has difficulties in performing certain daily tasks (six questions) or
in engaging in relationships with others (four questions).
A validated English version of the questionnaire is included
in the supplementary material.

Study-specific measures: chair rise tests
After the chair rise tests (also known as sit-to-stand tests) were
explained to the patients, they performed them in the order:
1) 5STST,11 2) 1-minute STST,12 and 3) 3-minute CRT.13 Each
International Journal of COPD 2019:14
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exercise was separated by at least 20 minutes of rest, even if
the heart rate and SpO2 had returned to baseline values before
the end of 20 minutes. The tests were performed according to a
standardized protocol with trained study staff, using a standard
chair (height 46–48 cm) without armrests, stabilized against a
wall. The patients sat with their knees and hips flexed to 90°,
feet flat on the floor hip-width apart, and hands on the hips or
chest. They were asked to stand up completely straight and
to sit down landing firmly, without using their upper limbs to
assist movement. Symptoms (Borg dyspnea and Borg fatigue
scores) were evaluated before and at the end of each test
following standard recommendations.18 Heart rate and SpO2
were recorded continuously from the start to the end of each
session. Specific instructions for the conduct of the 3-minute
CRT protocol are provided in the supplemental material.

Statistical analysis

Baseline characteristics are presented as mean ± SD for normally
distributed values and as median with interquartile range for nonnormal data and percentages. Between-group differences were
tested with ANOVA for normally distributed variables and the
Kruskal–Wallis test was used for non-Gaussian data. Categorical
variables were tested with the chi-squared test when appropriate. Paired t-test and Wilcoxon signed rank test were used for
normally and non-normally distributed data, respectively, when
comparing paired measurements “before” and “after” PR. These
data are presented as the mean change with 95% CIs.
In the realm of health care, a statistically significant difference may be of secondary importance to the health or quality
of life of patients. To overcome these shortcomings, we have
used the concept of an MCID which is another standard for
determining effectiveness of a given treatment and describing
patient satisfaction in reference to that treatment. MCIDs were
estimated using anchor-based methods19 and distribution-based
methods. The predefined criteria for establishing the validity of
external anchors were a significant Pearson correlation (absolute value .0.3) between the change in score of the dependent
variable (Y) and anchor variable (X). Since inference with
Pearson’s correlation assumes normally distributed score
variables (or very large sample size), we dealt with non-normal
data and possible outliers using the Donoho–Stahel estimator20
to compute a robust estimate of the correlation (termed robust
correlation coefficient), which provides a more accurate estimate of the linear relationship between tested variables. As it
is standard in anchor-based methods, MCIDs were estimated
at the population level using linear regression to estimate the
value of the Y variable corresponding to the minimum clinically important improvement in X. To justify the use of linear
regression that models the relationship between the measured
International Journal of COPD 2019:14
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variable and the anchor as linear and not of other kind (which
is sound for a MCID anchoring estimation), we have also
estimated the relationship using a nonparametric analysis
that does not pre-specify the function relating response Y to
predictor X and only requires weak model assumptions, such
as continuity and/or differentiability. We used a smoothing
scatter plot (using cross-validation to select the smoothing
parameter) with its confidence band.21 Linearity was considered valid when the nonparametric confidence band covered
the legitimate linear regression. For each pair (Y, X), we also
built receiver operating characteristic curves to assess the best
Y score cut-off to discriminate between patients who improved
by the established MCID for X, with equal weighting given
to sensitivity and specificity (data not shown). Discrepancies
between the individual scores of a standard and a robust fit
were resolved by estimating the MCID of Y using a multiple
linear regression on two variables (anchors) X1 and X2 with
well-established MCID. Analyses and graph construction
were conducted using R (version 3.4). A P-value of 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

Results
Study population and baseline
characteristics
Of the 162 patients with COPD referred for a PR program,
149 were initially included in the study, and a total of
116 patients completed the program. The remaining
33 patients withdrew either because of an acute exacerbation (n=9) or because the monitoring of the data sources
revealed major methodological deviations in the performance
of the tests. Obviously, this fact reveals the conditions of
evaluations carried out in real-life conditions. Occasional
data points concerning 6MWT, SGRQ, and endurance test
were lacking mainly for practical reasons, but the amount of
missing data concerning these scores did not justify omitting
the corresponding patient records from the whole dataset
for studying the observed population, which would result in
much poorer sample sizes and loss of efficiency.
The study was conducted in nine centers and comprised
four inpatient and five outpatient centers. Three inpatient
centers enrolled 74 stable patients, 65 of whom completed
the program; one inpatient center enrolled seven early postexacerbation patients, with five completing; two outpatient
centers (private physiotherapists) enrolled 48 patients, with
41 completing; and three outpatient centers were day-care
centers that enrolled 20 patients, with 16 completing the
program. In total, the four inpatient centers provided 54%
and 55% of the total study population and fully evaluated
patients, respectively, and the five outpatient centers provided
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Table 1 Baseline characteristics of patients stratified by BODE score
Characteristics

All patients,
N=116

BODE 0–2,
N=42 (36%)

BODE 3–4,
N=50 (43%)

BODE 5–7,
N=24 (21%)

Overall P-value
(BODE 0–2 vs 3–4
vs 5–7)

Age (years)
Sex, male (n, %)
BMI (kg/m2)
Smoking (pack-years)
GOLD stage
II
III
IV
FEV1 (L)
FEV1 % predicted (mean, 95% CI)
FEV1/FVC % (mean, 95% CI)
RV % predicted (mean, 95% CI)
RV/TLC % predicted (mean, 95% CI)
Maximal cycle test
Watts
VO2 (mL/min/kg)
Borg dyspnea score (median, Q1, Q3)
Borg fatigue score (median Q1, Q3)
SpO2 (%)

63.8±8.5
72 (62.1)
25.0±5.4
42.0±22.7

62.3±7.5
23 (54.8)
27.0±5.0
38.7±15.9

65.2±9.5
34 (68.0)
24.8±5.3
40.7±19.5

63.3±7.8
15 (62.5)
21.9±5.0
50.9±35.6

0.449
0.427
,0.001a
0.707
,0.001a

49 (42.2)
51 (44.0)
16 (13.8)
1.3±0.5
47.5 (44.5–50.4)
49.4 (47.2–51.5)
183.8 (172.3–195.2)
152.3 (140.6–164.0)

36 (85.7)
6 (14.3)
0 (0.0)
1.7±0.4
62.1 (58.8–65.4)
56.8 (54.2–59.3)
163.8 (151.3–176.3)
136.1 (129.5–142.6)

13 (26.0)
33 (66.0)
4 (8.0)
1.2±0.3
43.7 (40.3–47.1)
46.8 (44.0–49.6)
182.9 (165.8–200.0)
157.3 (131.2–183.3)

0 (0.0)
12 (50.0)
12 (50.0)
0.8±0.2
29.6 (26.9–32.3)
41.9 (36.3–47.4)
225.7 (190.1–261.3)
174.4 (162.5–186.3)

,0.001a
,0.001a
,0.001a
0.001a
,0.001a

76.2±31.3
15.6±4.2
5.0 (5.0, 7.0)
7.0 (4.0, 7.0)
91.4±4.9

96.4±27.6
17.8±4.1
6.0 (5.0, 7.0)
7.0 (5.0, 7.5)
93.4±3.7

69.5±24.9
14.8±3.5
5.0 (5.0, 7.0)
6.5 (5.0, 7.0)
90.2±4.7

47.1±23.7
12.4±3.4
5.0 (4.0, 7.0)
5.0 (2.0, 6.0)
89.6±6.3

,0.001a
,0.001a
0.635
0.478
0.003a

Notes: aStatistically significant. Data are presented as the mean ± SD unless indicated. None of the patients scored in the BODE 8–10 point range.
Abbreviations: BODE, body mass index-obstruction-dyspnea-exercise; BMI, body mass index; RV, residual volume; TLC, total lung capacity; VO2, oxygen uptake; SpO2,
oxygen saturation.

the balance. Baseline characteristics for the patients classified by BODE score22 are described in Table 1. The mean
(95% CI) number of sessions completed was: all patients
(n=116), 43.2 (38.0–48.4); BODE 0–2 group (n=42), 50.2
(40.1–60.3); BODE 3–4 group (n=50), 41.7 (34.1–49.3); and
BODE 5–7 group (n=24), 34.9 (25.9–44.0).

Assessment of MCID for DIRECT and
3-minute CRT
Of the 116 patients who completed the PR program,
88 patients had a complete dataset from all evaluations at
both the beginning and end of the program and were included
in the determination of MCID for the DIRECT questionnaire and 3-minute CRT. Even with the reduced dataset,
highly significant robust Pearson correlations were obtained
Table 2 Anchor-based estimates of the minimal clinically important
differences for the 3-min CRT and DIRECT questionnaire
Tool

Anchor

MCID (95% CI)a

DIRECT

CAT
1-min STST
CAT +1-min STST
1-min STST
SGRQ
SGRQ +1-min STST

−1.71 (−2.26; −1.17)b
−0.92 (−1.92; 0.086)
−1.27 (−2.57; 0.02)
3.91 (1 .53; 6.28)c
5.73 (3.79; 7.68)
4.97 (2.07; 7.88)

3-min CRT

Notes: aAll patients (n=88); bquestionnaire score units; crepetitions.
Abbreviations: 1-min STST, 1 minute sit-to-stand test; 3-min CRT, 3 minute chair
rise test; CAT, COPD assessment test; CRT, chair rise test; MCID, minimal clinically
important difference; SGRQ, St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire.
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between DIRECT and CAT/1-minute STST and between
3-minute CRT and SGRQ/1-minute STST (Table S1).
For each dependent variable, we determined a MCID of .1
unit for the DIRECT score and five repetitions for the 3-minute CRT with separate and combined independent anchors
(Tables 2 and S2). As one can notice in Table 3, the MCIDs
determined by distribution-based methods are of the same
order. So, taking into account these complementary statistical
estimations, we propose a MCID of $2 units for the DIRECT
score and $5 repetitions for the 3-minute CRT.

Effects of PR on patient-related outcomes
and exercise variables
Table 4 shows the baseline variables and their changes after
PR (detailed results are given in Table S3). As expected, the
Table 3 Distribution-based method for the estimation of the
minimal clinically important differences for the 3-minute CRT and
DIRECT questionnaire
Tool

Statistical methods

MCID (95% CI)a

DIRECT

Cohen’s effect size
SEM
Empirical rule
Cohen’s effect size
SEM
Empirical rule

−1.97 (−2.31; −1.71)b
−2.78 (−3.27; −2.43)
−1.89 (−2.22; −1.65)
4.69 (4.09; 5.51)c
4.33 (3.77; 5.09)
4.51 (3.93; 5.29)

3-minute CRT

Notes: aAll patients (n=88); bquestionnaire score units; crepetitions.
Abbreviations: CRT, chair rise test; SEM, standard error of measurement; MCID,
minimal clinically important difference; DIRECT, Disability Related to COPD Tool.
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*
ns
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

−0.1 (−0.2 to −0.0)
−2.1 (−4.8 to 0.5)
−4.0 (−6.3 to −1.6)
−5.6 (−8.1 to −3.1)
−5.0 (−7.0 to −3.1)
−2.6 (−3.5 to −1.6)
−1.2 (−1.8 to −0.6)
−1.0 (−1.6 to −0.5)
46.0 (33.9–58.1)
4.2 (2.4–6.0)
5.2 (4.2–6.3)
−1.4 (−1.9 to −0.9)
−1.9 (−2.6 to −1.2)
8.8 (7.1–10.6)

2.1±0.8
53.7±19.2
69.2±17.8
36.1±18.4
50.2±16.3
18.9±7.0
7.0±4.1
6.9±3.5
470.8±101.5
10.8±6.3
23.3±8.5
9.4±3.3
14.3±6.3
46.1±13.1

All patients
N=116

−2.5 (−3.7 to −1.3)
9.9 (6.6–13.3)

−2.4 (−6.4 to 1.6)
−6.5 (−10.4 to −2.5)
−9.6 (−14.7 to −4.5)
−7.7 (−11.5 to −3.8)
−3.7 (−5.5 to −2.0)
−0.7 (−1.7 to 0.2)
−1.0 (−1.9 to −0.1)
40.6 (21.2–60.0)
4.6 (0.2–9.0)
6.1 (4.2–8.0)
−1.7 (−2.1 to −1.3)

−0.1 (−0.3 to 0.0)

BODE 0–2
N=42 (36%)

**
**

ns
**
**
**
**
ns
**
**
**
**
**

ns

−1.4 (−2.6 to −0.2)
9.5 (6.8–12.2)

−3.0 (−7.2 to 1.2)
−2.6 (−6.5 to 1.2)
−5.0 (−8.2 to −1.7)
−4.8 (−7.2 to −2.3)
−2.6 (−4.0 to −1.3)
−1.3 (−2.3 to −0.4)
−1.1 (−1.9 to −0.4)
47.1 (31.1–63.1)
4.2 (2.6–5.8)
5.9 (4.3–7.4)
−1.3 (−1.9 to −0.6)

−0.1 (−0.2 to 0.1)

BODE 3–4
N=50 (43%)

Change after PR

*
**

ns
*
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

ns

−2.0 (−3.6 to −0.4)
5.8 (3.3–8.3)

0.0 (−6.9 to 6.9)
−2.5 (−7.4 to 2.4)
−0.1 (−4.8 to 4.6)
−1.0 (−5.2 to 3.2)
−0.4 (−2.3 to 1.5)
−1.6 (−3.4 to 0.2)
−0.9 (−2.5 to 0.7)
52.4 (15.1–89.6)
3.3 (0.8–5.9)
2.6 (0.5–4.6)
−1.3 (−3.0 to 0.5)

−0.2 (−0.3 to −0.0)

BODE 5–7
N=24 (21%)

*
**

ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
**
*
*
ns

ns

ns
ns

ns
ns
*
*
*
ns
ns
ns
ns
*
ns

ns

BODE
0–2 vs 3–4
vs 5–7

Overall
P-value

Notes: *P,0.05, **P,0.001. Data are presented as the mean (95% CI) except for baseline values (mean ± SD). See Table S3 for the complete dataset.
Abbreviations: PR, pulmonary rehabilitation; BODE, body mass index-obstruction-dyspnea-exercise; 1-min STST, 1-minute sit-to-stand test; 3-min CRT, 3-minute chair rise test; 5STST, 5-repetition sit-to-stand test; 6MWT, 6-minute
walking test; CAT, COPD Assessment Test; DIRECT, Disability Related to COPD Tool; HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; mMRC, modified Medical Research Council; reps, repetitions; SGRQ, St George’s Respiratory
Questionnaire; ns, not significant.

Variables usually evaluated in PR studies
mMRC (score)
SGRQ (score)
Symptoms
Activities
Impact
Total
CAT (score)
HADS anxiety (score)
HADS depression (score)
6MWT distance (m)
Endurance cycle time (minutes)
1-min STST (number of reps)
5STST (s)
Variables not previously evaluated in PR studies
DIRECT questionnaire (score)
3-minute CRT (number of reps)

Baseline
All patients
N=116

Table 4 Baseline values and changes after PR in patients stratified by BODE score
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entire population as well as the BODE 0–2 and 3–4 groups
showed significant improvement above their respective
MCIDs in the majority of exercise tests and questionnaires,
the exceptions being 5STST, mMRC, HADS, and SGRQ
symptoms.23–27 In contrast, the BODE 5–7 group showed significant improvement for the DIRECT questionnaire, 6MWT,
1-minute STST,12,28 endurance test, and 3-minute CRT. Of
these, all except the 1-minute STST achieved improvements
above the MCIDs. The overall P-values were significant only
for the change in 1-minute STST, CAT, and SGRQ impact
and total scores, indicating that the effects of PR on these, but
not other, variables were dependent on the BODE categories.

Comparison between 1-minute STST
and 3-minute CRT
Figure 1 shows the mean number of repetitions performed
during the 1-minute STST and each minute of the 3-minute
CRT according to the BODE categories. The first minute of
the 3-minute CRT was capped at 20 or 12 repetitions (see
descriptions in the supplementary material); therefore, the
mean number of repetitions was significantly lower during
the first minute of the 3-minute CRT than during the 1-minute
STST (15.6±3.7 vs 23.3±8.5, respectively). Because of the

different test durations, the total number of repetitions was
higher and the alterations in Borg dyspnea and fatigue scores
and SpO2 were larger during the 3-minute CRT than during
the 1-minute STST (Figure 1 and Table S3).

Discussion
The main contribution of this study is to determine, in routine
practice, the MCID after PR of a short questionnaire focusing
on the impact of dyspnea (DIRECT)14 and the 3-minute CRT,
which yields physiological responses and symptoms that correlate closely with those of the 6MWT.13 In this study, real-life
conditions were achieved by enrolling patients in different states
of COPD (ranging from stable to early post-exacerbation),
using PR programs that were not standardized between centers,
and employing different settings (hospital inpatients and outpatients, practitioners’ offices). The results confirm that PR is able
to improve exercise capacity and patient-centered outcomes in
COPD patients regardless of disease severity, and also that the
3-minute CRT and DIRECT questionnaire are short and simple
tools that are validated for assessing these outcomes.
Performing a study in which neither the PR setting nor the
PR program was normalized carried with it some risk. However, our results are consistent with the published literature
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Figure 1 Cumulative number of repetitions during the 1-minute STST and 3-minute CRT.
Notes: COPD patients were stratified by BODE score (0–2, n=42; 3–4, n=50; 5–7, n=24) and the number of repetitions (mean ± SD) during the 1-minute STST and 3-minute
CRT was calculated. The numbers on the x-axis in black represent the mean ±SD values for the entire patient cohort (n=116).
Abbreviations: BODE, body mass index-obstruction-dyspnea-exercise; 1-min STST, 1-minute sit-to-stand test; 3CRT, 3-minute chair rise test.
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in showing PR-related improvements in symptoms, HRQoL,
and functional exercise capacity assessed by 5STST, 1-minute STST, 3-minute CRT, 6MWT, and endurance tests.1,2,4 In
general, the improvements observed in our study were not
strongly dependent on the disease severity, although some
indicators (mMRC, SGRQ, CAT, 5STST, and 1-minute
STST) did not change significantly in the most severely
ill patients. Wedzicha et al29 found that patients with MRC
3–4, but not those with MRC 5, improved their shuttle walk
test and HRQoL scores after PR, as assessed by SGRQ
and Chronic Respiratory Disease questionnaires. Recently,
Sciriha et al30 also found that PR could improve the CAT and
SGRQ scores of COPD patients with mMRC 3–4. No doubt,
the results of these studies might have been different had
the mMRC4 patients been analyzed separately. Indeed, our
choice to stratify the patients according to the BODE index,
which is a more detailed reflection of disease severity than
the mMRC or MRC, may explain the difference in results
between studies. At the same time, our results may not fully
reflect real life because the most severely ill patient group was
small (n=24). Nevertheless, our study reinforces the clinical
robustness of PR in COPD regardless of the modalities of
intervention, as recently suggested by Spruit et al.31
This study provides the first data analysis comparing the
physiological and symptomatic responses of three simple sitto-stand tests and longer tests, such as the 6MWT and endurance test, in the context of a PR program. Our results confirm
that short exercise tests, particularly the 3-minute CRT, are
as responsive as the longer tests; indeed, the 3-minute CRT
yielded results very similar to those obtained with the 6MWT
in an earlier proof-of-concept study.13 This feature may be
advantageous for both the PR prescriber and the patient, since
the magnitude of the improvement from the 1-minute STST
(~6 repetitions) and 3-minute CRT (~10 repetitions) allows
them to more readily and objectively perceive the benefits
of PR, at least for the BODE 0–4 category patients. Our indepth comparison of responses to the 1-minute STST and
3-minute CRT suggests that, although the 1-minute STST is
useful for exploring exercise responses, longer duration tests
provide additional information. For example, maximal oxygen desaturation, heart rate, and Borg symptoms were similar
during the 3-minute CRT and 6MWT but differed from those
during the 1-minute STST. Moreover, our finding that the
3-minute CRT improvement after PR is not affected by the
BODE category (in contrast to the 1-minute STST) suggests
that it could be equally useful for every patient, regardless
of disease severity. However, this assumption needs to be
validated with a larger population. Finally, this study allowed
us to identify a reliable MCID of about five repetitions for
International Journal of COPD 2019:14
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the 3-minute CRT using different anchors. Furthermore, the
dual anchoring on functional exercise capacity and HRQoL
increases the importance of the 3-minute CRT as a tool to
assess the global benefit of PR.
The results of this study also reveal the responsiveness
of the DIRECT questionnaire to PR. This is an important
finding because this short questionnaire focusing on the
impact of dyspnea on daily activities offers a significant
advantage over the mMRC,25 for example, which we confirm
was not responsive to PR. We also verified that the MCID of
the CAT (with SGRQ as anchor) was similar in our cohort
(−1.90; 95% CI −3.09 to −0.72) to that obtained with a
larger cohort of patients who benefited from a PR program
(n=565: −2.5; 95% CI −3.0 to −1.9).27 Notably, our study is
the first to establish an MCID for the DIRECT questionnaire,
which we estimated at two units based on a combined anchor
method and distribution methods. In contrast to the DIRECT
questionnaire and exercise tests, improvement in the CAT
score did not reach the MCID for the BODE 5–7 group in our
study, although CAT was previously shown to be responsive
to PR for COPD patients in all mMRC classes.24,30,32 This
difference could be due to our patient stratification by BODE
score, which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been used
before. As was the case for the 3-minute CRT, we found that
PR improved the DIRECT scores independently of disease
severity. Therefore, the CAT and DIRECT questionnaires
appear to have complementary utility for assessing the shortterm benefit of PR; in contrast, the change in HADS scores
did not reach their known MCIDs.26
Finally, it can be considered that the relatively small
number of patients for a multicenter study is a limitation
for the external validity of the study. However, despite the
heterogeneity of patients and centers, the MCID determinations are statistically robust and are also legitimized by the
use of our collaborators for several years.
In conclusion, this pragmatic study mainly determines
the MCID of DIRECT and 3-minute CRT after PR. Moreover, these results argue that short questionnaires (CAT and
DIRECT) and simple chair rise tests (1-minute STST and
3-minute CRT) are able to capture multiple complementary
dimensions of the benefits of a PR program for a large cohort
of COPD patients with varying disease severity. Future studies
should determine whether a multidimensional analysis with
simple tools could be used to track the diminishing benefits of
PR over time, a particularly important question in this field.
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